
KUWAIT: Kuwait Ministry of Health put the bulk of
its resources at the disposal of combating the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19). The ministry kept the public
abreast of daily casualty tolls while, and led frontline
activists in facing the virus’ spread in 2020. The fol-
lowing are highlights of the MoH activities namely in
fighting COVID-19 in 2020:

Feb 9: The Abdulrazzaq Al-Zalzala health center
was opened in Dasma area. The KD 1 million facility
includes eight various-specialty clinics.

Feb 16: The Ministry of Health opened a blood
transfusion facility in Al-Ahmadi medical area. The
five-storey facility cost around KD 7 million and was
built on an area of 14,000 square meters.

Feb 24: The Health Ministry announced the first
cases of COVID-19 infections of three individuals
returning from Iran.

March 5: The Health Ministry announced the first
recovery of COVID-19 patient in Kuwait.

March 11: The Health Ministry erected a facility in
Mishref’s exhibitions ground to screen COVID-19 for
in the expatriate community.

March 20: Chinese medical supplies arrived in
Kuwait help the country face the COVID-19 pandemic.

March 23: The Health Ministry announced the
arrival of DNA-based COVID-19 screening tools, the
first of its kind in the region.

April 4: The Ministry of Health declared recording
the first coronavirus case. He was an Indian resident,
aged 46.

April 8: Kuwait Central Blood Bank began prepar-
ing anti-COVID immunity plasma.

April 19: The Ministry of Health inaugurated
“Shlonak” website for returnees to observe those
subjected to lockdown and mingling.

May 16: MoH announced the death of 11 people
due to COVID-19, the highest number in the year.

May 17: The MoH inaugurated rapid examination
for COVID-19 at Al-Jazeera airways offices.

May 19: MoH announced the infection of 1,073 peo-
ple with COVID-19, the highest number in the year.

May 30: MoH announced the death of 11 people due
to COVID-19, repeating the number reached on May 16.

June 1: MoH announced the recovery of 1,513 peo-
ple from COVID-19, the highest number in the year.

Aug 7: The Ministry of Health dispatched a plane-
load of medical supplies to Lebanon to help the
country in the aftermath of the Beirut port bombing.

Nov 13: The Danish Dr Gunhild Waldemar took the
late Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
Prize for research in Health Care for the Elderly for
her researches in the treatment of Alzheimer’s
patients. Her honoring happened during a ceremony
organized by the World Health Organization.

Nov 23: A Kuwaiti medical team at the Chest
Diseases Hospital conducted cardiac catheterization
for a 40-year patient, using technology employed for
the first time in the whole Middle East.

Nov 24: The Ministry of Health declared that the
first shipment of vaccinations against the novel coro-

navirus (COVID-19) would arrive in the country by
the year-end.

Nov 25: A Kuwaiti medical team conducted liver
implanting for the first time in the country. The opera-
tion was conducted for a female citizen in her 60s at
Al-Dabbous Center of Al-Adan Hospital.

Dec 10: Dasman diabetes center, a Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of Science (KFAS)-
affiliate, won the Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashed Al-
Maktoum’s prize of medical science.

Dec 10: The MoH launched the online registration
for the COVID-19 vaccination campaign.

Dec 13: The MoH issued license to use the
Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine.

Dec 23: The COVID-19 trial vaccination period
starts at the Kuwait Vaccination Center in Kuwait
International Fairground in Mishref.

Dec 26: The COVID-19 vaccination campaign
kicks off officially with the vaccine administered to
health care workers. —KUNA
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KUWAIT: Health Ministry personnel receive citizens returned from abroad following airspace closures around
the world due to the spread of COVID-19. — KUNA

Kuwait adopted
long-distance
teaching in 2020
KUWAIT: Kuwait along with many countries adopted digital
teaching in the shadow of the novel coronavirus’ outbreak, and
took other extraordinary measures to cope with the pandemic
in 2020. The following is a report highlighting the Kuwaiti edu-
cation authorities’ tasks in 2020:

Feb 26: The Ministry of Education suspended studying at
public and private schools and universities in Kuwait as a
measure to counter the spread of COVID-19.

March 19: The Ministry of Education said studying for the
12th grade will resume on August 8 and the rest of the grades
on October 4.

March 19: The Ministry of Education declared that universi-
ties would resume operations on August 9.

March 30: The Ministry of Education approved a proposal
to graduate final-year medical students to help the efforts to
counter the spread of COVID-19.

May 3: Kuwait Foundation for Advancement of Sciences
declared arrival of breathing apparatuses and protective gear
from China.

July 16: Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr
Saud Al-Harbi declared concluding the 2019-2020 scholastic
year and delaying unstudied chapters of the curriculum to
2020-2021.

Aug 25: Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr
Saud Al-Harbi decided that studies would be online in the first
semester of the 2020-2021 scholastic year.

Sept 23: Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR)
declared earning a patent from the US Patent and Trademark
Office for its invention that measures dust impact on solar cells.

Oct 3: The Ministry of Higher Education declared accept-
ance of 2,848 students in scholarships’ plan for the new aca-
demic year (2020-2021).

Oct 4: The Ministry of Education launched the 2020-2021
scholastic year virtually for all grades.

Oct 10: General Secretariat of Private Universities declared
acceptance of 6,045 students in scholarships’ scheme for
2020-2021.

Oct 28: The Ministry of Education declared Alyaa Al-Ajmi
from Umm Al-Haiman School for Girls won the top award of
the “Arabic Reading Challenge” competition (2019-2020) in its
fifth edition. It was the largest Arabic language competition
organized by the Deputy UAE President, Prime Minister and
Dubai Governor Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashed Al-Maktoum,
intended to encourage reading Arabic.

Oct 29: Kuwait University declared acceptance of Kuwaiti
students and children of Kuwaiti mothers for the academic
year 2020-2021 at a rate of 7,566 male and female students for
the first semester, 480 students for the second semester, with
an increase of 2,345 students as compared to the enrolled in
the past year.

Nov 24: The Ministry of Education declared that Kuwait
won four prizes of Hamdan bin Rashed Al-Maktoum competi-
tion for distinguished teaching, in its 22nd session.

Nov 29: The Ministry of Education declared that 450,000
students and 73,000 teachers would use the ‘Office 365’ appli-
cations for virtual learning.

Nov 30: Kuwait Foundation for Advancement of Sciences
published an Arabic scientific encyclopedia about the moon.

Dec 2: Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr Saud
Al-Harbi said in a ministerial event that his ministry prepared
500 sites and connected 250 schools via fiber optics to boost
online services for the ministry.

Dec 2: Minister of Education and Higher Education Dr Saud
Al-Harbi said in a ministerial event that the new school year
required 1,243-recorded classes and the activation of 457,222
students, 73,721 teachers, 29,902 schools administrators’ online
accounts. Statistics had shown there were over 316,000 active
students’ accounts and over seven million virtual classes
viewed for 292,362 hours by pupils. The daily average of mes-
sages in online classes had reached 844,904.

Dec 5: The Public Authority for Applied Education and
Training (PAAET) accepted 15,323 students during the
2020-21 semester.

Dec 7: Kuwait Scientific Center’s Falcon-9 rocket was
launched from the Kennedy Space Center in the United
States, carrying with it an experiment designed by Kuwaiti
students to be delivered to the astronauts on International
Space Station (ISS).

Dec 13: The Ministry of Higher Education allowed the com-
pletion of the 2020-2021 semester for scholarship students
outside of Kuwait according to regulations set up by their uni-
versities abroad. — KUNA

Kuwaiti defense,
interior forces’
tasks in 2020
KUWAIT: Kuwaiti defense and interior per-
sonnel were very much active throughout the
passing year; primarily involved in logistics of
combating the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)
and clamping down on smugglers. The follow-
ing are highlights of record activities by the
defense and interior personnel in 2020:

Feb 12: Kuwait Fire Service Directorate
(KFSD) announced the death of six people and
the injury of three others in a landslide at
Mutla housing project.

Feb 27: The Interior Ministry suspended the
use of civil ID cards temporarily as part of the
efforts to counter COVID-19.

March 7: A fire in Sabah Al-Ahmad residen-
tial area killed eight children.

March 15: The Ministry of Defense convert-
ed a camp in Sabhan to a field hospital for
COVID-19 quarantine.

April 2: The Directorate General of Civil
Defense revealed that 25,000 persons volun-
teered to join efforts against the novel coron-
avirus.

April 8: The Ministry of Defense declared
that a Kuwaiti military plane boarding medical
supplies arrived from China.

April 11: Kuwait Army declared a plane of
the Indian Air Force arrived with medical teams
and equipment onboard.

April 19: The Ministry of Defense declared
the arrival of a Jordanian military plane with
medical teams and equipment onboard.

April 26: The Ministry of Defense declared a
Jordanian aircraft boarding medics and med-
ical devices arrived in the country.

May 3: The Ministry of Defense declared a

military aircraft that flew from China arrived
with medical equipment on its board.

May 11: The Ministry of Interior declared
arresting a person with one million pills of the
addictive drug Captagon in his possession.

May 11: The Ministry of Defense declared
that a Kuwaiti military plane coming from
China arrived with a cargo of medical supplies
on its board.

May 12: The border Al-Nuwaiseeb border
checkpoint witnessed the passing back of the
first returning Kuwaitis from Saudi Arabia.

July 2: The Ministry of Interior declared
finding a fugitive dead at his house in Sabah
Al-Salem district. The wanted committed sui-
cide inside the home.

Oct 16: Huge fire erupted at the one million
square meters’ Al-Shagaya tires dumping site.
Firefighters put out the blazes that raged with-
in a 25,000 square meter part of the place. No
casualties were inflicted.

Oct 12: An Amiri Decree appointed
Lieutenant General Khaled Saleh Al-Sabah as
Kuwait Army Chief of Staff and Major General
Fahad Al-Nasser as Deputy Chief of Staff and
promoting him to the Lieutenant General rank.

Oct 26: The electoral department of the

Ministry of Interior declared the start of nomi-
nation for membership in the National
Assembly’s 16th legislative term. Registration
would proceed until November 4.

Nov 4: The Ministry of Interior declared
aborting a plot to smuggle into the country
270 kilograms of narcotic pills ‘shabo’.

Nov 12: The MoI opened the center for
traffic transactions for citizens of special
needs.

Nov 23: Kuwait held a funeral for seven
martyrs who had sacrificed their souls during
the 1990/91 Iraqi Invasion, after their remains
were handed over and their identities were
verified.

Dec 2: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of State for Cabinet Affairs Anas Al-Saleh indi-
cated that over 417 companies were referred
to court due to violations of residency laws for
workers and other mishaps.

Dec 17: The Kuwaiti Army announced the
arrival of the first batch of H225M Caracal heli-
copters into Ali Al-Salem Air Base. The order
included 30 aircrafts.

Dec 17: The Interior Ministry foiled the
smuggling of two million amphetamine pills,
arms, and liquor into the country. — KUNA

KUWAIT: In this November 23, 2020 file photo, the coffin of a Kuwaiti martyr who was imprisoned by
Iraqi soldiers during the 1990/91 Iraqi Invasion is taken to his final resting place. — KUNA

Kuwait’s major
foreign policy
events in 2020
KUWAIT: Kuwait continued in 2020 to main-
tain its strong foreign policy based on defending
the rights and interest of the Arab and Islamic
nations. The country also continued the role as a
humanitarian center and supported peace
worldwide. The following are the most important
foreign policy events and steps, which Kuwait
undertook in 2020:

Feb 10: UN renewed its trust in Chairman of
Kuwait’s International Islamic Charity Organization
(IICO) and Amiri Diwan advisor Dr Abdullah Al-
Matouq as a special advisor for the Secretary-
General for a new period of four years.

Feb 20: Kuwait opened a military coordination
office in India to bolster defense cooperation.

March 5: Kuwait donated $3 million to China
to help in the efforts combating the spread of
COVID-19.

March 13: Kuwait and Saudi Arabia handed
the United Nations a copy of the agreement on
the neutral zone and submerge nearby between
the two countries.

March 17: Kuwait donated $4 million to sup-
port the World Health Organization’s (WHO)
efforts against COVID-19.

March 25: Minister of Foreign Affairs Dr
Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah
launched the first phase of Kuwaitis repatriation
from abroad amid the coronavirus crisis.

May 29: The European Union declared that
Kuwait donated $100 million for international
efforts aimed at producing a vaccine against the
novel coronavirus.

Aug 10: Kuwait and Guyana inked an agree-
ment for mutual visa exemption for holders of
diplomatic, special and service passports.

Sept 16: The Foreign Ministry declared
receiving human remains presumed to belong to
Kuwaiti prisoners who were missing during the

1990/91 Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait. The Kuwaiti
embassy in Iraq declared, earlier in the day,
receiving remains of 21 persons from the Iraqi
Government.

Sept 16: Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah affirmed
Kuwait’s unwavering support for Yemen in a vir-
tual statement addressed to a ministerial meeting
on Yemen, held on sidelines of the UN General
Assembly’s 75th session.

Sept 21: Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah affirmed during
the virtual general conference of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Kuwait’s unwavering advocacy of rending the
Middle East free of nuclear arms and weapons of
mass destruction, underscoring the necessity
that Israel join the Nuclear Non-proliferation
Treaty (NPT).

Oct 22: Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah declared, dur-
ing the conference for supporting the Rohingya,
affirmed Kuwait honored its pledge toward this
cause, contributing $5 million.

Oct 15: Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah declared, dur-
ing the conference for the third strategic dia-
logue for the UNRWA, presenting $1.5 million
for backing up the UN refugee agency.

Nov 22: The commission for the prisoners and
missing at the foreign ministry declared that the
identity of seven persons’ remains that were
brought from Iraq were identified.

Nov 24: Foreign Minister, Acting Information
Minister and Chairman of Kuwaiti Fund for Arab
Economic Development, Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, signed a mem-
orandum of Understanding (MoU) with the
American agency for international development.
He made the announcement on the sidelines of
an official visit to Washington where he headed
the Kuwaiti delegation at the fourth session of
the Kuwaiti-US the strategic dialogue held on
November 9-24.

Nov 27: Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Ahmad
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah declared, dur-
ing the 47th meeting of the Organization of
Islamic Cooperation, donating $150,000 for a
special fund for a suit filed with the International
Court of Justice on the plight of Muslim
Rohingya.

Dec 4: Foreign Minister and Acting Minister of
Information Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser Al-
Mohammad Al-Sabah revealed that “fruitful”
negotiations on the Gulf crisis had occurred. The
dialogue aimed at achieving Gulf and Arab stability.
Saudi Arabia expressed gratitude towards Kuwait’s
efforts to resolve the Gulf crisis. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti and Iraqi officials sign an agreement by which Kuwait receives human remains presumed to
belong to Kuwaiti prisoners who were missing during the 1990/91Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait. — KUNA


